Dynamic monitoring of brain activation under visual stimulation using fMRI--the advantage of real-time fMRI with sliding window GLM analysis.
An fMRI technique based on real-time analysis was applied to evaluate the advantages of dynamic monitoring of the t-statistics based on a general linear model. The temporal change of the t-statistics in V1 and V4 under four conditions of visual stimuli covering different visual fields with or without coloring was estimated using an incremental analysis and a sliding window analysis (SWA). The SWA not only visualized the dynamic change of the activation in response to the task conditions and switching, but also enabled us to evaluate the temporal correlation of the t-statistics among the four visual areas. It was suggested that the activity in the V4 was bilaterally organized, and the altering color stimuli gave stronger stimulation to the V1 than did the black and white stimuli. Although the activation map at each time point represents the brain activity during several task and rest blocks, a SWA will be useful to evaluate the transition of neuronal activation in response to several sequential task conditions. An incremental analysis will be useful to monitor the ongoing activation in real-time during the scan, since it gives a higher t-value according to the accumulation of volume data. These two methods will be complementary.